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To avoid excessive details, thus omitting less important content, of three-dimensional (3D) geometric models, this study proposes
a fast mesh simpliﬁcation method based on an energy-operator for 3D geometric models with salient feature-preserving eﬃciency.
The energy-operator can evaluate the smoothness and complexity of the regional mesh in 3D models. Accordingly, it can be
directly used to simultaneously reduce the candidate triangle and its three neighboring triangles. The proposed method can
dramatically collapse the excessive details in relatively smooth areas and preserve more important salient features during the
simpliﬁcation process. It can also maintain a trade-oﬀ between time eﬃciency and salient feature-preserving accuracy. The
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the new method are demonstrated by comparing it with OpenMesh, which is considered the most
popular mesh operation software and is capable of achieving accurate mesh simpliﬁcation models. The new mesh simpliﬁcation
method based on the energy-operator can provide accurate and concise models for interactive 3D rendering, calculating,
simulating, and analyzing.

1. Introduction
Along with the development of high-resolution data acquisition techniques, such as three-dimensional (3D) laser
scanning, 3D geometric models have become increasingly
more complex [1–4]. However, such complex 3D geometric
models are not always needed. Due to the limitations in
graphics hardware, these models are all diﬃcult to interactively render, calculate, simulate, and analyze
[2, 3, 5–8]. In addition to improving the capacity of graphics
hardware, it is essential to develop a highly eﬃcient mesh
simpliﬁcation method to avoid excessive details of 3D
geometric models [7, 9–15].
Mesh simpliﬁcation is widely used in many industrial
areas, such as engineering applications, 3D printing, and
cultural heritage protection [3, 16, 17]. For engineering
applications, in order to improve the eﬃciency in dynamically simulating complex CAD models, an eﬃcient
mesh simpliﬁcation method is required. Meanwhile, to
meet the simulation requirements of engineering precision, simpliﬁed models should preserve main features of

original models. For 3D printing, in order to print models
faster, mesh simpliﬁcation can be used to generate sparse
wireframe models from the complex solid models. For the
cultural heritage protection, the volume of cultural heritage models is extremely huge and poses a serious challenge for visualization. Mesh simpliﬁcation is an important
method to reduce the triangle (or other geometrical cells)
numbers. Thus, the highly eﬃcient mesh simpliﬁcation
method is becoming an essential issue for many industrial
areas.
By studying the related work (Section 2) adequately, we
propose a faster mesh simpliﬁcation method for 3D geometric models with salient feature-preserving eﬃciency. An
energy-operator is used to calculate the complexity of triangles, which is described in Section 3.2. The energyoperator accounts for the geometrical characters of the
neighboring triangles and collapses three edges of a speciﬁc
triangle in one contraction process. The new method is
considered a trade-oﬀ for time eﬃciency and salient feature
preservation. Section 3 introduces the methodology of the
new method, which is applied to simplify three popular 3D
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geometric models in Case Study (Section 4). In Section 5, we
discuss and demonstrate the eﬃciency and validation of the
new simpliﬁcation method in comparison with OpenMesh.

2. Related Work
Various methods have been proposed for mesh simpliﬁcation, and these can be divided into three main categories:
vertex decimation, vertex clustering, and iterative edge
contraction [5–8, 18–20]. Vertex decimation methods involve three major steps: selection of candidate vertexes that
satisfy a distance or an angle criterion, removal of loop
triangles around the candidate vertexes, and triangulation of
the resulting holes [9, 18, 20– 22]. Although these methods
are time-eﬃcient, the candidate vertex selection criterion is
based on a local error estimate and therefore cannot
guarantee the boundary errors. Moreover, they can only
preserve positions, and few salient features are preserved
during simpliﬁcation [7, 19, 22].
Vertex clustering methods use grid structures to divide
the original model into clusters and then compute a new
vertex to represent each cluster [23–25]. These methods are
time-eﬃcient and have a high data reduction rate. However,
grid size often results in a geometric error bound; as a result,
the simpliﬁed mesh has very low quality and cannot preserve
more salient features [6, 19].
For the iterative edge contraction methods, the main
idea is to collapse edges into new vertexes iteratively
[6, 26–28]. The essential diﬀerence between these methods
lies in how they choose an edge to contract [6]. Therefore,
they need to develop error metrics to determine the priority
of collapse [7]. Quadric error metric (QEM) is characterized by high computational eﬃciency and can produce
high-quality simpliﬁcation models [18, 28]. Thus, the
QEM-based iterative edge contraction method is considered a state-of-the-art quality-oriented simpliﬁcation
method [11, 29]. Many mesh processing applications and
open sources employ the QEM method to improve the
simpliﬁcation result. For example, the most popular opensource software, OpenMesh, uses QEM as an error criterion and achieves an accurate mesh simpliﬁcation method
[7, 30].
However, the QEM-based iterative edge contraction
method still has some weaknesses. QEM measurement is
only based on the Euclidian distance between a certain
vertex and its planes that meet at this vertex; it does
not consider the geometric characters of the neighboring
triangles. Thus, QEM-based methods may preserve geometric features only to a certain extent, i.e., the simpliﬁed
mesh shows a sparsity of salient features but shows
high density in smoother regions [1, 6]. In addition, QEMbased iterative edge contraction methods can only collapse
two triangles that share the same edge in one vertex
pair contraction process. This convergence speed is
lower than that in the vertex decimation and vertex
clustering methods. Thus, maintaining a trade-oﬀ between
time eﬃciency and salient feature preservation for the
current mesh simpliﬁcation methods continues to be a
challenge [31].
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3. Methodology
3.1. Basic Idea and Overall Design. Researchers must know
the geometric features around the candidate vertexes, edges,
or triangles during the simpliﬁcation process. If the
neighboring features can be used in the simpliﬁcation
process, then the simpliﬁed meshes can maintain relatively
dense triangles in the salient feature region and relatively
sparse triangles in the smooth region. Thus, more salient
features can be preserved eﬃciently while high-volume
unimportant details, such as excessive triangles in the
smooth or ﬂat regions, are deleted. Hoppe et al. described an
energy-minimization technique for generating an optimal
mesh by reducing the number of vertexes from the original
mesh [5, 26].
In the energy-minimization technique, the distance
from the candidate vertexes to the mesh and the number of
vertexes in the mesh is used to deﬁne the energy function,
named as distance energy. If vertexes from a dense mesh are
needed to be removed, we can just maintain the distance
energy value. If some vertexes in the original mesh are
removed, the edges sharing these vertexes need to be
collapsed, and then a simpliﬁed model can be achieved.
However, the energy-minimization technique treats every
vertex equally and ignores the neighborhood complexity.
Thus, geometric features preserved in the simpliﬁed model
cannot maintain reasonable levels of detail depending on
the complexity of the original models. The mesh fairing
methods, such as the discrete fairing method, can be used to
evaluate the uniformity of mesh vertex distribution
[32–34].
Using energy-minimization and mesh fairing methods
for reference, we present an energy-operator that can account for the surrounding geometric information to judge
the complexity of the candidates. In addition, we can collapse triangles (named as candidate triangles) in which the
energy value is lower than the threshold. Triangles sharing
one of the edges of the candidate triangles will be collapsed
simultaneously. Thus, what can be constructed is a new mesh
simpliﬁcation method capable of maintaining a trade-oﬀ
between time eﬃciency and salient feature-preserving
accuracy.
The overall design of the new method involves three
major steps (Figure 1). First, deﬁne and calculate the energyoperator. Second, decimate triangles and calculate new
vertexes based on the energy-operator. Finally, reconstruct
the topology.

3.2. Deﬁnition and Calculation of the Energy-Operator.
We present the concept of an energy-operator to preserve
more salient regional features of the simpliﬁed 3D geometric
models and to introduce it in the proposed simpliﬁcation
method. Through the statistical analysis of the geometric
information (e.g., distance) of the ﬁrst- and second-order
neighbors of 3D model vertexes, the energy-operator can
evaluate the smoothness and complexity of the regional
mesh in the 3D models. Then, we can dramatically collapse
the relatively smooth region and preserve more salient and
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the new mesh simpliﬁcation method.

complex features of the mesh during the simpliﬁcation
process.
The two types of energy-operator are energy-operators of
the mesh vertex and those of the mesh cell. The mesh-vertex
energy-operator can be calculated using equation (1), while
the mesh-cell energy-operator is considered the mean meshvertex energy value.
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where, v indicates the candidate vertex, Pv is the number of
edges that shares the same vertex v, and Pvj is the in-degree of
vertex, Vj , which is among the ﬁrst-order neighbors of vertex
v. Lj is the mean length of all ingoing edges of the vertex Vj .
Lj can be calculated using equation (2).
The calculation process of energy-operator values in a
geometric model is described as following. First, in traversing the mesh cells, we need to calculate and record the
mesh-cell energy value. This record is a required preparatory
step in determining the energy threshold. Second, we need to
construct a mapping set between mesh cells and their energy

values, which can be organized in key-value pairs in a
necessary data structure for follow-up simpliﬁcation. Third,
to avoid duplication in energy value calculation of vertexes
often shared by diﬀerent cells in 3D meshes, we need to
construct another mapping set to record the relationship
between mesh vertexes and their energy. For convenience in
energy calculation of the mesh vertexes and cells, we introduce the HalfEdge data structure into the simpliﬁcation
process [30, 35].
3.3. Triangle Decimation and New Vertex Calculation. As
described in Section 3.2, the energy-operator can evaluate
the smoothness and complexity of the regional mesh in the
3D models. Hence, this study utilizes the energy-operator
to realize the triangle (triangles are used to represent the
mesh cells because they are popular mesh cells in current
3D models) decimation operation, which can preserve
more salient features. The process of triangle decimation is
described as follows: traverse the triangle set and calculate
every vertex energy value and triangle energy value. If the
triangle energy value is smaller than the energy threshold,
then this triangle is in a relatively smooth region and can be
collapsed.
Calculating the location of the new vertexes after triangle
decimation is also an important step in the entire
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simpliﬁcation method. When a candidate triangle is decimated, it will become a new mesh vertex. According to the
principle of triangle decimation, the new vertex can be
calculated simply by equation (3), where coeﬃcient W is
equal to 1/3, and “P2,” “P3,” and “P5” are vertexes of the
candidate triangle to be collapsed, named as “Cell,” and “P”
is the new vertex after the “Cell” is decimated, as shown in
Figure 2.
P � W P2 + P3 + P5 .

(3)

Calculating the coordinates of the new mesh vertex
according to the surrounding structure information of the
decimated triangle is important to preserve the salient
features of the original 3D models. The butterﬂy subdivision
scheme fully considers the geometric and topologic connections of the regional mesh when calculating new mesh
vertexes [36], thus enabling the simpliﬁed mesh to preserve
more salient regional features and be smoother. By considering the principle of triangle decimation and butterﬂy
subdivision scheme, we present a new mesh vertex calculation (equation (4)). Where “P1,” “P4,” and “P6” are the
vertexes of neighborhood triangles that share one edge of the
“Cell,” as shown in Figure 2. And the sum of the coeﬃcients
W1 and W2 is equal to 1/3 too, which obeys the primary
principle of triangle decimation. We suggest that W1 and
W2 are set as 4/9 and −1/9, respectively, to get better calculation results. When the new mesh vertex calculation is
used, all triangles that share the edges of the candidate
triangles are also decimated in the triangle decimation
process.
P � W1 P2 + P3 + P5  + W2 P1 + P4 + P6 .

(4)

3.4. Topological Reconstruction. After triangle decimation
and new vertex calculation, both the original and new
vertexes created must be connected spatially according to
certain rules to generate the simpliﬁed 3D geometric
models. This process is called topological reconstruction.
In the HalfEdge data structure, the topological reconstruction rules are described as follows. We use “Cell”
to represent the candidate triangle and “Cell A,” “Cell B,”
and “Cell C” for the triangles sharing one edge of the
“Cell.”
3.4.1. Reconstruction Rule for Regular Manifold Meshes.
When there are no special mesh structures, such as concurrent vertexes and overlapping cells, we need to decimate
triangles “Cell A,” “Cell B,” “Cell C,” and “Cell” and delete
energy values related to the decimated values. Meanwhile,
the pair-edge information of the remaining ﬁrst-order
neighbor triangles of “Cell” should be updated to maintain consistent spatial topology.
According to the physical mesh structures and diﬀerences for updating the pair-edge information, this reconstruction rule can be divided into two types. First, there
is at least one cell between each of the triangle, “Cell A,”
“Cell B,” and “Cell C,” as shown in Figure 3(a). After

triangle decimation and new vertex (“P”) calculation
(Figure 3(b)), all ﬁrst-order neighbor edges need to update
their pair-edge information. Second, two triangles share
one edge, “Cell A,” “Cell B,” and “Cell C,” as shown in
Figure 3(c). Given that no other triangle between “Cell A”
and “Cell B” that shares the same edge, we need to update
the partial edges’ pair-edge information. For example, in
Figure 3(c), we can set edges “P1” and “P4” and “P3” and
“P4” to be each other’s pair edge, similar to that for edges
“P1” and “P4” and “P3” and “P4”. Figure 3(d) shows the
resulting mesh after decimation and calculation. For both
rule types, the energy value for related triangles in the
reconstructed mesh must be updated.
3.4.2. Reconstruction Rule for Nonmanifold Meshes with
Spatial Overlapping. The complexity of 3D geometric
models causes some spatial overlapping triangles in the
nonmanifold meshes. Figure 4 shows two main types of
spatial overlapping triangles. The ﬁrst spatial overlapping
type is shown as Figure 4(a), where two triangles “Cell 1” and
“Cell 2” are spatially overlapped, and there is no triangle
around them. For this type, we can decimate these two
triangles directly. The second spatial overlapping type is
shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c), where at least one edge of the
two spatial overlapping triangles “Cell 1” and “Cell 2” is
shared by other triangles. For this type, after deleting the two
spatially overlapping triangles, “Cell 1” and “Cell 2,” we also
need to update the pair-edge information (e.g., “P1P2” and
“P2P3”) shared by other triangles.

4. Case Study
Three famous 3D geometric models, Stanford Bunny
(Figure 5(a)), Skeleton Hand (Figure 6(a)), and Happy
Buddha (Figure 7(a)), are used as test cases to demonstrate
the validity of the new mesh simpliﬁcation method presented in this paper. The case study environment is a PC with
an Intel(R)/Core(TM)/i7-4700 U/3.40 GHZ CPU and a 16G
random access memory. By using the new simpliﬁcation
method, we generate simpliﬁed 3D geometric models with
diﬀerent levels of detail information, as shown in
Figures 5(b)–5(f ) for Stanford Bunny, Figures 6(b)–6(f ) for
Skeleton Hand, and Figures 7(b)–7(f ) for Happy Buddha.
The information of triangle numbers and simpliﬁcation time
for these models is shown in Table 1. Through these study
cases, we discover that the new simpliﬁcation method can
eﬃciently preserve the most important salient features of the
original models. For example, by comparing the original
model (Figure 5(a)) with the simpliﬁed model (Figure 5(d)),
we ﬁnd out that the detail salient features are still obvious
even though the number of triangles is decreased from
55,903 to 7,795. By contrast, the new method is very timeeﬃcient because it only takes 1.252 s to contract the original
model into a simpliﬁed model with 48,108 triangles. The
same situation happens to the models of Skeleton Hand and
Happy Buddha. Thus, the new simpliﬁcation method can
maintain a trade-oﬀ between time eﬃciency and salient
feature preservation.
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Figure 2: New mesh vertex calculation illustration.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction rule for regular manifold meshes. (a) The ﬁrst reconstruction rule type. (b) The pair-edge information of all ﬁrst-order
neighbor edges needs to be updated. (c) The second reconstruction rule type. (d) The partial edges’ pair-edge information needs to be updated.

5. Discussion
5.1. Eﬃciency of the Energy-Operator. Comparing with the
energy-minimization which is used by Hoppe et al. [26], the
energy-operator is more eﬃcient in triangle decimation. The
energy-operator can evaluate the uniformity of mesh vertex
distribution. Instead of only considering the distance between a certain vertex and its planes that meet at this vertex,
the geometric characters of the neighboring triangles is also
considered. It means that the energy-operator can judge the

complexity of the candidate triangles based on their surrounding geometric characters. Thus, the energy-operator
can preserve salient geometric features in various levels of
detail according to the complexity of models.
5.2. Eﬀectiveness of the New Method: A Comparison. We
compare the new simpliﬁcation method with OpenMesh,
one of the most popular computational geometry software,
to further demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the
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Figure 5: Original bunny model and simpliﬁed models with diﬀerent levels of detail information. (a) Original model with 69,451 triangles.
Simpliﬁed models with (b) 55,903 triangles, (c) 41,611 triangles, (d) 30,799 triangles, (e) 20,735 triangles, and (f ) 7,795 triangles.

new simpliﬁcation method. OpenMesh utilizes the QEM
method based on HalfEdge, the basic data structure for the
new simpliﬁcation method, which makes it reasonable to
compare the two methods [30].
The comparison environment is the same as the case
study one. We use the dragon model from the Stanford
University Computer Graphics Laboratory as the comparison data. The original dragon model contains 47,800

triangles and 22,998 vertexes, and its size is 1,626 kb, as
shown in Figure 8.
We use the new simpliﬁcation method and OpenMesh
to simplify the dragon model separately and obtain simpliﬁed models with diﬀerent levels of detail, as shown in
Figure 9. The ﬁrst and second columns are the simpliﬁed
models generated by the new method with diﬀerent energy
thresholds, which will be discussed in Section 5.3. In
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(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 6: Original hand model and simpliﬁed models with diﬀerent levels of detail information. (a) Original model with 654,666 triangles.
Simpliﬁed models with (b) 547,422 triangles, (c) 456,702 triangles, (d) 355,586 triangles, (e) 186,814 triangles, and (f ) 55,302 triangles.

(a)
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(c)

(d)
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(f )

Figure 7: Original happy model and simpliﬁed models with diﬀerent levels of detail information. (a) Original model with 1,087,716 triangles.
Simpliﬁed models with (b) 672,148 triangles, (c) 486,436 triangles, (d) 269,384 triangles, (e) 156,456 triangles, and (f) 98,664 triangles.
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Table 1: Statistics of triangle numbers and simpliﬁcation time.

Bunny
Hand
Happy

Triangles
Time (s)
Triangles
Time (s)
Triangles
Time (s)

55,903
0.271
547,422
85.194
672,148
13.852

41,611
0.39
456,702
97.792
486,436
21.975

30,799
0.444
355,586
106.762
269,384
28.811

20,735
0.45
186,814
107.713
156,456
35.142

7,795
0.478
55,302
112.165
98,664
35.694

Figure 8: Original dragon model with 47,800 triangles (left is the zoom-in view of the head part).

addition, the ﬁrst column comprises the head part with a
zoom-in view of the entire model, which is in the second
column. The third (zoom-in view) and fourth (entire view)
columns are the simpliﬁed models generated by OpenMesh.
The time consumption and thresholds for the two methods
are shown in Table 2. The comparison of the simpliﬁed
models and time consumption of these two methods reveal
that both the new method and OpenMesh can preserve
important salient features eﬀectively. However, the new
method is more time-eﬃcient than OpenMesh. Thus, the
new mesh simpliﬁcation method based on the energyoperator can maintain the trade-oﬀ between time eﬃciency and salient feature-preserving accuracy.
Furthermore, the statistical analysis of geometrical
information (Table 3) for dragon models simpliﬁed by the
two methods is performed. Table 3 draws the following
conclusions: the new method can contract both triangles
and points, so the size of the simpliﬁed model reduces
quickly; the OpenMesh method can only contract triangles, with vertexes increased for the simpliﬁed models,
so the size of the simpliﬁed model reduces slowly. And it is
obvious that the simpliﬁed model by OpenMesh is larger
than the one (in the same level of detail) simpliﬁed by the
new method.

5.3. Value Setting of Energy Threshold. Energy threshold is
an essential basis of the energy-operator and a key factor
with respect to the time eﬃciency and feature-preserving
eﬀectiveness of the new simpliﬁcation method. On the
basis of the energy-operator, we recursively calculate each
mesh cell’s energy value by comparing the energy threshold
to determine whether the mesh cell needs to be decimated
or preserved. In this study, energy threshold is the value
that a special coeﬃcient (energy threshold coeﬃcient,
ETC) multiplies by the mean energy value of all cells in the
3D geometric models. The key point in obtaining the

energy threshold is to determine the value of ETC. More
cells will be decimated if the ETC value is larger, and vice
versa. Thus, choosing suitable ETC values during the
simpliﬁcation process to generate simpliﬁed models with
diﬀerent levels of detail information is crucial. Figure 10
shows the simpliﬁcation results when ETC is set at diﬀerent
values.
5.4. Potential Limitations of the New Method. The new
simpliﬁcation method based on the energy-operator can
maintain a trade-oﬀ between time eﬃciency and salient
feature-preserving accuracy. However, some potential limitations still exist and may occur in topological reconstruction. When 3D geometric models are particularly
complex and contain some special spatial topological
structures, such as overlapping vertexes, it is diﬃcult to
distinguish the exact spatial topological structures by
depending only on the ﬁrst-order neighbors of the candidate
cells. This ﬁnding requires further research in the future.
Another potential limitation is that the new simpliﬁcation
method does not consider feature information such as
texture and color in 3D geometric models. In the follow-up
research, such feature information should be adapted in the
simpliﬁcation process to improve the ability of salient feature preservation.

6. Conclusion
This study proposed a fast mesh simpliﬁcation method
based on energy-operator for 3D geometric models. By
using the energy-operator, the smoothness and complexity of the regional mesh in 3D models can be evaluated
ﬁrstly. We can then dramatically collapse relatively smooth
areas of the meshes and preserve more important salient
features during the simpliﬁcation process. Three popular
3D geometric models, Stanford Bunny, Skeleton Hand, and
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Figure 9: Simpliﬁed dragon models with diﬀerent levels of detail by the new method and OpenMesh.

Table 2: Statistics of time consumption and thresholds for the new method and OpenMesh.
Simpliﬁcation method
The new method
OpenMesh

Threshold
Time (s)
Threshold
Time (s)

42,000
0.37
0.102
2E − 14
3.22

38,200
0.514
0.135
4.5E − 14
3.224

Triangle numbers
34,200
30,600
0.66
0.787
0.162
0.184
9E − 14
1.6E − 13
3.261
3.302

26,600
0.95
0.203
3E − 13
3.354

22,300
1.15
0.236
6E − 13
3.381
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Table 3: Statistics of geometrical information of dragon models simpliﬁed by the two methods.

Triangles remained
42,000
38,200
34,200
30,600
26,600
22,300

The new method
Vertexes remained
20,340
18,425
16,455
14,737
12,777
10,719

Size (kb)
1,382
1,249
1,112
991
855
702

OpenMesh
Vertexes remained
29315
27371
25333
23502
21449
19292

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Size (kb)
1,825
1,763
1,698
1,640
1,575
1,506

Figure 10: Simpliﬁed dragon models with diﬀerent ETC values. Simpliﬁed models (a) with 47,790 triangles when ETC is 0.2, (b) with 45,200
triangles when ETC is 0.5, (c) with 33,400 triangles when ETC is 0.8, and (d) with 25,220 triangles when ETC is 1.0.

Happy Buddha, are used as test cases to demonstrate the
validity of the new method. The eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency
of the new method are veriﬁed by comparing with
OpenMesh.
The new method can maintain a trade-oﬀ between
time eﬃciency and salient feature-preserving accuracy.
Thus, the new method can provide accurate and concise
models for many ﬁelds, such as interactive 3D rendering
and 3D printing and engineering applications. However,
when overlapping vertexes exist in 3D geometric models,
some potential limitations may occur in topological
reconstruction.
In the follow-up research, we will reﬁne the topological
reconstruction process, so the new method can deal with
special spatial topological structures. And then, we will
consider feature information, such as texture and color in 3D
geometric models, to improve the ability of salient feature
preservation for the new simpliﬁcation method.
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